
Sign up now!

1. Register on the Race Result portal from May 3 until June 30, 2021 at the latest: https://my.raceresult.com/169177/
2. Print out your start number, which you will receive in the registration confirmation email. 
3. Share your activity in your network! #patriziaride 
4. Find any cycling routes in your area and track all the kilometres ridden in June. 
5. Take photos of yourself with your starting number: before, during or after cycling.
6. Upload the photos on the Race Result portal (together with the kilometres, see point 7.) and post them on social media  
    with the hashtag #patriziaride 
7. Enter your mileage on Race Results, either individually each day or collectively at the end of the month.  
8. At the end of the campaign you will receive an email with your individual certificate to print out.

https://my.raceresult.com/169177/

The most important facts at a glance:  

• All kilometres travelled count, no matter which 
route and by which bike (including e-bikes).

• Online registration starts in May and runs until 
the end of June.

• The participation fee of 10 € will benefit the Digital 
Classroom project in Dhoksan/Nepal (after de-
duction of transaction costs incurred).

• Optionally, each participant can increase their 
entry fee by a donation of 20 €, 30 € or more. 

• Each participant tracks the kilometres driven 
themselves and can enter them individually per 
day or collected at the end of the month on the 
registration portal.

How you can participate:

Activate your network:

The greater the reach, the more successful 
the charity project! That’s why it’s important 
that you share your participation in the  
“Cycle to Nepal” on your networks to mo-
tivate friends and acquaintances to join in. 
Please use the hashtag #patriziaride. 

Cycling for a good cause! 
 
The “Cycle to Nepal” is a charity campaign initiated 
by PATRIZIA employees. Everyone can join in!  
Support the bike challenge and cycle as many 
kilometres as possible in June 2021! Our goal is to 
cycle the distance from Germany to Nepal and back 
once with all participants. Every kilometre counts! 
With your participation fee you support a school 
project of the PATRIZIA Foundation in Nepal to  
enable access to education even in times of crisis.



Registriere dich jetzt

A volunteering activity by Jan Kuhn and Jaroslaw Szal,  
employees of PATRIZIA AG:
 
The idea for the #patriziaride came from Jan Kuhn from the PATRIZIA office in Frankfurt. For 
him, cycling is the perfect balance to the office job. He gets on his bike in all weathers and can 
talk about his hobby for hours. The idea of organizing a cycling event came to him through the 
“Remote Run for Rwanda”. Also, he wanted to get involved with the PATRIZIA Foundation, and 
quickly he found a likewise enthusiastic cyclist in Jaroslaw Szal, a colleague from the Luxem-
bourg location, who supports him in the organisation. Jaroslaw also loves cycling above all 
else, whether it is on long distances through Scandinavia, by road bike along the Moselle or 
in winter on his indoor trainer. Jan and Jaroslaw are happy to be able to support the school in 
Nepal with the volunteering action and at the same time get in touch with other cyclists.

Support for a school in Dhoksan: 
 
With your participation you support a digitalization 
initiative of the PATRIZIA Foundation: In the PATRIZIA 
School Dhoksan, Nepal, a “Digital Classroom” is to be 
set up, in order to give back the access to education 
even in times of crisis and despite school closures. 
The school in the Nepalese mountain village is to 
become a beacon project of the digital classroom 
concept.

Jan Kuhn Jaroslaw Szal

Any questions? 
If you have any questions, 
requests or suggestions, 
please contact Jan,  
Jaroslaw or the  
PATRIZIA Foundation  
via the e-mail address  
cycling@patrizia.ag

17.528 km

Germany, Augsburg

Nepal, Dhoksan

The aim is to cycle together with all participants the distance from 
Augsburg to Dhoksan and back again.


